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The Society held a most enjo3able conference on 10 September in the church of
St ~~drey-by-the-1ardrcbe in London. The morning talk WaS given by Professor
Fern~~do de Wello !loser ~~d we are very pleased to be able to reproduce it
here I
'Cha:les.1illi~~s, a ~est, Vision and ~th'.
~The late Geoffrey Hunt, of the O.U.P., to whom I shall always feel greatly
indebted, once wrote tp ~e that he wondered what Charles Willi~s would have
thought of becoci~g the subject of a thesis for a degree in Germanic Philology,
~~d I ~~derst~~d his point. However, when I finished my book in the autumn of
1969, Charles 1illiams had already been the subject, wholly or in part, of a
n~ber of a~ademic dissertations for different degrees, one in London (L.C. Huddlestone's ~) ~~d the rest in the USA. Several of these never reached book form~
and therefore u~ually fail to be taken into account in later publications on
Charles rilli~s. but certainly a few of thee are extremely valid contributions
to the underst~~ding of individual works or specific points.
It will be immedia~ely noticed that the overt interest in Charles Williams in
No~th ~erican Universities vividly contrasts with the very apparent lack of
inte~est in British Unive~sities.
Over here, Charles ~illiams has always had
loyal defenders, and there are a nueber of books in which you suddenly notice
~~e author's indebte~~ess, or shy admiration of, ~harles Willi~s, .but there is,
undoubtedly, on the whole, a cold front. May the recent appearance of Glen
Cavaliero's book be herald to a change in this respect.
une of the reasons for the attention given to the works of ~harles uilliams in
the USA, which the success of Eerdm~~'s reprints confir~s at another level,
lies in a cuch greater interest in allebQrical and symbolical writing in that
country together with ~~ unash~ed
assumption of the present-day Christian traditio~. ~~at ~arles Willi~s was, undoubtedly, removed from the main trends of
poet~y ~~d literature of ~is day does not seem to have bothered those .~erican
scholars too :uch. Someti:es they wrote about C.~. together with other of the
'Oxford Christl~~S', but they n01ther see~ to have thought him unimportant, nor
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a liability.
And I should like to make it quite clear that cost of ~he
American theses I have read do not give you at all the iopression of having
been written in the attitude ot' Uamaris Tighe, the heroine of Place of the
Lion, before her alteration in consciousness - or oonversion - if you like.
It now remains for ce to explain what possible interest Charles .illiams
could have had for a j~~ior member of the Classical University of Lisbon in
the si~ties, who would be submitting his thesis for public discussion with
two examiners, with senior professors of all the other departments of the
raculty (Classics, Romance Philology, History, Philosophy ~~d Geography) as
members of the jury, entitled to vote - for such was the sJstem then.
The choice of subject, approved by my then Senior Professor in the early
sumcer of 1963, proved to have been a fortunate, or a wise one, at different
levels;
the direct objective was attained, with un~~ioous approval of all
the senior professors, in June I970; in tryinf, to underst~~d Charles ~illiams
better, I hud read widely, and learned a v~ry great deal; as a man ~~d as a
Christian, I had gained, or in soce respects strengthened insights and points
of view which have been with me ever since. Let me explain the first two points.
A doctoral dissertation, as I se~ it, aios at showinR th~t the author has
r-eached a certain degree of intellectual maturi t:;, thrOUGh his ~lllboration
~~d presentation of the result of 'research, the com~and of th~ o~thods of
which will also becooe apparent •. Ideally, it shoul~ review the object as
hitherto discussed by others, and throw fre~h light on it. i~ one way or
another. Last, though not least; it oug~t to ~it in with the field 0: study
~~e author has been or is specialising in. As a junio~ lecturer i~ English
Studies, who had a strong cultural-historical bias ~~d, i~deed. was put in
charge of a subject then called 'History
E::;'!lish
Cultu!'e .::..~d
l::stitutio~s',
Charles Jilliares offered great possibilities, as I stated at :~e begin~i~~ o~
On tr.e othe:- h~~d, ~s an ecu;';Je~ica.l
C:::-istthe Introduction to my book(p.I).
ian, as I already tended to be at that ti~e, the author of ~hp. De~Cp.~t 0: the
Dove and Judgement at Chelmsford was particularly attractive.
?urther~or-e,
he was characterised by a very keen diDolar vision, ~hich I ~d~ired in a
number of thinkers.
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As my reading progressed, the ~~ount of material gathered was tremendous.
Charles iilliares literally sent oe reading across ti~e .::..~d
space, :roo the
Fathers of the Church to the Occult, from the early centuries to the day
before yesterda:;. It was, all things considered, very rewarding, but the time
came when 1 had to find a pattern. This began to take shape in 1967, and,
curiously enough (or perhaps not), it worked out through a nucbp.r of arrangements in 'threes' and 'twos'.
Let me begin with the problem of presentation.
I did not, fo:- a n~ber of
reasons, wish to write a 'Life and Works of C.~.' monograph; but my immediate
audience would be mostly ignorant of hie, and I needed to place him. I did not
wish to write a genre by genre discussion, on account of ~y great'interest
in systemising his ideas, if possible.
And I did not (co~ld not / should not)
relegate the poetic and literary aspects in a dissertation which, in however
broad a sense, fell under the beading of 'philology'. ~nall1,
I struck on a
solution, which fitted in with the phases of ~~arles 1illiams, a5 I saw them.
Later, these again were related to the perspectives expressed in ~~e title,
i.e. ~est, Vision and Cyth.
This is how the p~ttern worked itself out in the book;
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The title of the book, which occurred to ce after a rather depressed
cocent, suddenly beg~~ to prove its further aptness because, thouGh to a
~eat ext~~t correspon~ing to the three parts of the book, it also applied
to each pa:t, and to the whole book, in the following manner:
Charles
'hllia.::s'spersonal quest was always. deriving froC1 and leading up to vision,
~~d fo~~d its supporting i~ages, both in search and in expression, in~.
Conversely, his vision cace to find its ulti~ate expression in the ~
of
which the quest is an eS3ential part. And so on •••
The reference to 'search ~~d statel:1ent'I have borrowed from a paper by
Do:othy Sayers, and applied it to Charles Williams's poetry, which I take
to be both simult~~eously - poetry of search and poetry o~ statement though with occasional ecphasis or priority of one perspective over
another. This twofold perspective is consistent with Charles ~illiams's
dipolar Vision, and with what I take to be his cyclical progress: each
point of arrival is, in a sense, a new point of departure (~ andtJ ).
In his Life of Saint Catherine of Jenr4, etc (1908), Baron Friedrich von
HUgel considered the existence of three fundamental elel:1entsin religion,
which corresponded to other triadic emphases ~~d tend~~cies in History, as
well as in personal developcent.
He further considered these elements to
have fo~~d their fullest expres~ion in Christianity, though, again, not
always in perfect balance. These elements, then, are:
the Institutional,
the 1~tellectual. and the L~stical. or, in other words, the external
historical, the speculative, and the interior perspective, or approach,
or eventually, way of life. In early Christian terms, these can also be
referred to the so-called 'School of Peter' (including the Synoptics),
I~hool 0: ~aul' ~~d 'School of John'.
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Now, it will be obvious at once that Charles ~illiacs c~~ be singled
out as an outstanding example of the balance of these three elements:
for his acute sense of tradition and ritual shows the institutional
perspective; while his searching critical mind, looking for formulations,
trying, like he said of Paul, comparin& him to tne poets, to re-generate
words, show the Intellectual element; and his spiritual intensity,
double-world vision, and cosmic consciousness show the 'mystical' element
permanently present as well.
Starting from von HUgel's thought, W. H. Auden (in the Introduction to
Anne Fremantle's The Protestant Mystics (I96A), picked out the first two
elements, or preferably perspectives, and considered them to correspond
to two attitudes, which he called the 'catholic' and the 'protestant'
attitude, repectively., Furthermore, he developed his thouCht by using
two phrases to express this attitude.
~hen I read this passaBe, 1 i~ediately:eensed that both attitudes co-existed in Charles ~illiams, not
exactly in delicate bal~~ce, but assymptotically completing each other.
Let me make myself clearer:
accordi~g to Auden, the 'catholic' attitude
is summed up in the sentence: 'We believe still' '(~otice the plural,
implying community, and the expres3ion of continuation).
this is, of .
course, the Institutional, conscious membership atti~ude, continuing to
believe, in all humility, in the historically tran~~itted body of doctrine dogma, if you like. As to the 'protestant' a_ttitude, in Auden's sense,
it lis summed up in the se~tence 'I believe aGain' (i~ which it is ~ow the
individual conscience that, after courageous facing of the difficulties,
believes with extra, and fully personal, force). The latter perspective
fully accords with Charles Jilli~s being a Chriztian of 'exaoined life' an expression that I have taken up by contrary fro~ a referer.ce in Charles
rilli~~s's Fleckcr of Dean Close.
(~e are told ~h~t the Hev. Flecker
regretted that ~ost Christians led an'unex~ined'
life.
Anyone wno is at lea~t vaguely faoiliar with Charles ]illiw~s's work3 and
has paid attention to the incredibly wide readinG behind hi~ thou~ht and
his poetic ~~d literary expression, will realise that I was up against a
technical difficulty:
I was supposed to be writing a thesis on ~~ English
subject, one of the two main subdivisions of Germanic Philology a~ it then
was, and a nu~ber of authors and texts fro~ outside the field kept cropping
up and getting in - the Pseudo Areopagite and ~~te ~~or.g the ~05t conspicuous.
However, I hope I managed to bring thee in as aspects of the individuality of Charles rtilliams, whereas the pattern continued to pay particular
attention to the 'Englishness' of Charles Willi~s, by placing hie in the
tradition, or traditions.
Basically, there were two traditio~s to be taken
into accou~t:
the religious tradition and the liter~ry tradition.
I have already said something concerning Charles 1illiams ~~d the religious
tradition, but I should point out that I found it essential to devote a
whole chapter to the Anglican tradition.
(Though actnally two chapters deal
with 'Williams and the Anglican tradition', the first is a presentation of
Anglicanism in History and in doctrines, which the second places Charles
Williams against that baCkground.)
It is one I have great respect for, but
which is, inevitably, misunderstood in traditionally Roman Catholic countries.
(Roman Catholic prejudices tend to survive culturally, when practice has
decreased, just like Protest~~t prejudices survive in traditionally Protestant countries where religion itself has ceased to play the role it once
played).
I'thought it necessary, ~~d perhaps useful, to explain Anglican
views on the doctrines of 'comprehensivenes5', the via ~ec!ia. ~~d the 'br~~ch
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theory of the Church'.
I ended the chapter with what I thought was
a rather good reply to & well-meanL~g but intended to be devastating
COl61menton the Churt:h of England •• \gain, I made it quite clear that,
as a writer, Charles Williams Quat be considered &5 a pecularily
!nglica.n one. even in his originality.
There is still another way in which I placed Chacies Willi~~s within
an English religious tradition, later in the book. and that is in respect
of the mystical tradition.
While there are interesting affinities between
Charles Williams's vision and those of speculative mystics he must have
known less well (Ekhart) or not at all well (Nicholas of Cusa), the
eedieval English eystical tradition was brought in, chiefly through the
Lad] Juliana of Norwich of course, and perhaps cy personal contribution
in this area is the comparison with views of William Law - which,
through the latter's contemporary, the poet John Byron, led ce to an
interesting speculation concerning one Possible possible source of
the Skeleton.
p~
Two of my book, in which the main references to the Lady Juliana
and to Jilliam Law occur, opens with a chapter which bears the title
'The Process of ~~owledge'.
Its sections include discussions of the
two ways, that of affirmation and that of negation, in Charles ~illiams's
~~ought. of the concept of Romantic theology, and of the two stages of
any roc~~tic experience, i.e., the vision, and the examination, leading
to y..nowledge. r.t also includes a discussion of the assyrlptote, and cy
own suggestions as to possible cuculative sources of the 'Neither is this
Thou / This also
Thoa' formulation.

h

The subsequent two chapters deal with: Creation, Incarnation and Hedemption; the problem of Evil, ~~d the Fall; the First Cause, certain formulations in the English l~~guage which necessarily conditioned or at other
tiees enriched Charles williams's own speculations ~~d formulations.
1 cocpa~ative/contrastive exa=ination with a ~ench sentence (by Claudel)
that Charles lillia=s would have certainly enjoyed, but is not workable
in Er.glish; the concept of Necessity (!lice Mary Hadfield's ~ost useful
information about the 'necessity' of fi~~res); the meaning of the Cross,
'excha;.ge','substitution', ~~d 'co-inherence'; the criticis~ by Charles
.i11i&os of a certain nucber of dichotomies; the rehabilitation 01' the
body; time ~d space; the icage of the ~ity; etc. ~Conclusion to this
part, p.195f).
Part ~hree of the ~ook - the poetic and literary expression - begins
wi~~ a chapter, 'The Poetic Process', somewhat symmetrical to the
'Process of ~~owledge' chapter of Part Two. It was certainly not necessary to place ~arles Williams in the English literary tradition as it
had been to inform the reader concerning the religious tradition, and
this had, in any case, been done gradually, as from the discussion of the
early poetry.
In this chapter (viii) then, I discuss Charles williams'S
concepts of poetry, of image and of myth froe a predominantly literary
point of view, against the background of the Romantic tradition (Wordsworth and Coleridge particularly), and in relation to contecporary
concepts of symbol, allegory and myth. This leads ee to question the
ter~nology
used about Charles ~illiams, as much as the terminology he
himself used.
----Chapter IX deals with aleost everything Charles ~illiacs wrote, and it
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is certainly a 11ttle too 10118.
from Biography and Histor;y to the novel8,
then on to poetic drama. The chapter &ttempts to combine presentation,
explanation and comment, and though the gener&! pattern and sever&! points
satisfy me, it is the p&rt of the book I am le&st happy about.
And so we reach Chapter 4, entitled 'The End of the ~e8tt.
It tr&c••
Ch&rles lil11ams's routes pursuing the matter of Arthur and Grail, discusses briefly the early versions, and then introduces the fin&! versions,
with reasonably full commentary of a nUQber of poems. In & sense, the
whole book, up to and including these commentaries, form8 an introduction
to the reading of the Taliessin cycle, even though several parts may
stand on their own.
'!his talk may appear to have taken a narcissistic turn. But, after all,
the book having been written in Portuguese, very few of you are likely
ever to read it. Let these par&graphs, too, be a kind of introduction.
I will end them with a summarised version of the last par&graphs of my
book and hope that the real talk amy take place afterwards, i.e., now,
when the Rev. Brian Horne first, and the rest of you who may wish to join
in, Qay ask me lots of questions concerning what I have alludsd to but,
in fact, have not said ••••••••
+ + + ~ + + + + + + + + + + + + + ~ + ~ ~ ••

+ + ••

+ + + •

~ + •••

+ •

A lively discussion then followed covering a wide range of topics including
the poetry of William Law and Passeo (a Portuguese poet), the importance of
the Authorised Version of the Bible and the exact meaning of words; other
religions but the predominance of Christianity; good versus evil and
opposing forces.
Lunchtime being upon us, the discussion broke for sandwiches and we stretched our legs with a walk guided by Joan Jalli" to the
nearby Iren church of St Martin'S within Ludgate. During the afternoon
we read Seed of Adam and concluded a most interesting and stimulating day.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Members may be interested to read the following poem. It was written by
Anne Ridler and submitted as a contribution to an anthology edited by
SUsan Hill in aid of Oxfam, published in 198; by Chat to
~indus, entitled
People. ~s Ridler was asked for a poem or essay about someone who had
been an influence on her life~

&

"Charles Williams:

in &naJ:l11esis

'That which was once Taliessin
Anne Ridler

rides to the barrows of iales'

This is a likeness but it does not speak.
The words &re echoes, the image looks from the wall
or many minds, kindling in each the spark
Of passionate joy, yet silent in them all.
Pupils grow older, but a long-dead master
Stands where they parted, agelp.ss on his hill.
The child grows to be father of hi3 father
Yet keeps relation, kneels in bomage still.
'ihat is the speech of the dead? Words on a page
Where Taliessin launched his lines of glory
C&pture for him a poet's immortality
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As every reader ~a.Y.es thclJ.
So the im~e
SpeaJ.:s throui~h a living mind. as he in He
'iiould \1<)': from c~.::h thf~ littlt:? that each could /TiVI.'.
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